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Results and Discussion {#sec1}
======================

We first investigated the development of reactivation, defined as changes in cell pair firing correlations following exploration ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A; see [STAR Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}). We recorded 1,566 complex spike (CS) cells from region CA1 from 24 animals aged between post-natal day 17 (P17) and P32 as they ran in a familiar square open field environment (RUN) and during the rest phase immediately preceding (PRE-sleep) and following (POST-sleep) exploration, yielding a total dataset of 19,334 cell pairs. From P17 onward, the similarity of the place fields of CS cell pairs during RUN was significantly correlated with their co-activity during sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) (see [STAR Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}), selectively during POST-sleep (but not during PRE-sleep; [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and 1C). The activity of hippocampal principal neurons that fire together during the exploratory phase is therefore selectively reinstated during rest periods directly following exploration in young rats, similarly to what is observed in adult rodents \[[@bib2]\]. Indeed, at all ages, RUN versus rest co-firing correlation was significantly increased in POST- versus PRE-sleep ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Similar results are obtained when the similarity of cell pair RUN co-firing is assessed at the finer timescale of single theta cycles ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). These results demonstrate that Hebbian plasticity between hippocampal CS cell pairs is present from the earliest ages tested in the rat: neurons that fire together during RUN show an increased propensity to closely timed co-firing during post-experience rest.Figure 1Reactivation of Cell Pair Co-firing Patterns during POST-Experience Rest Is Already Present at P17, but the Amount of RUN Co-firing Required to Induce Plasticity Is Greater in Young Rats(A) Schematic of experimental paradigm. Rats explored a square open field during RUN and rested in a separate holding box in the same room before (PRE-sleep) and after (POST-sleep) open field exploration.(B) Example of cell pair co-activity correlation between RUN and temporally adjacent rest sessions in one simultaneously recorded ensemble. Data were recorded at P17 and contain all cell pairs of the ensemble. x axes show place field similarity (PFS) in RUN (Pearson's r correlation of rate map bin values), y axes correlation of co-firing during SWR events (correlation of cell pair activity across all SWRs in rest) in PRE (left panel) or POST (right panel) rest sessions. Points are colored according to magnitude of SWR spiking correlation in PRE and scaled in size according to their PFS in RUN. Regression statistics are in top right corner. Cell pairs with high PFS show an increase in SWR co-firing during POST-sleep.(C) Bar chart showing Pearson's r values (±SE of correlation) of place field similarity (RUN) and SWR spiking correlation for PRE (pale colors) and POST (bold colors) rest sessions for all recorded cell pairs across development. ^∗∗^ indicates differences at p \< 0.001, ^∗^ differences significant at p \< 0.05.(D) Bar chart showing Pearson's r values (±SE of correlation) of theta cycle co-firing (RUN) and SWR spiking correlation for PRE (pale colors) and POST (bold colors) rest sessions across development. Asterisks indicate differences at p ≤ 0.001.(E and F) Cell pair plasticity (change in cell pair SWR spiking correlation from PRE- to POST-sleep) as a function of cell pair co-firing in RUN.(E) Mean cell pair plasticity (±SEM) as a function of the number of theta cycles in which both cells fire during RUN.(F) Mean cell pair plasticity (±SEM) as a function of the number of spikes fired in theta cycles in which both cells fire.For (E) and (F), colored asterisks mark the smallest x axis bin in which cell pair plasticity is significantly different from zero (t test of mean against 0; p \< 0.05) at each age.

In order to define the mechanism underlying reactivation during development, we tested how cell pair plasticity (defined as the change in SWR co-firing correlation from PRE- to POST-sleep sessions for each neuron pair) depends on the degree of co-firing within theta cycles during the exploratory phase (RUN) \[[@bib22]\]. We found that, although increased RUN co-firing results in increased cell pair plasticity at all ages, cell pairs in younger rats required significantly more RUN co-firing for plasticity to occur ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and 1F). These data indicate that the co-activity threshold for cell pair plasticity in the young hippocampus is higher than that in the adult, a result that is consistent with reports of heightened thresholds for the induction of long-term potentiation before P21 \[[@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]\] (possibly compounded by the need to overcome stronger internal network dynamics in the youngest rats, as demonstrated by high correlations between PRE-sleep and RUN; see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).

Overall, our results demonstrate the existence of reactivation (increased rest co-firing between pairs of neurons that were co-active during the preceding exploratory phase) in young rats. In addition to reactivation, in adult rats, the reinstatement of hippocampal network activity during offline periods includes the "replay" of temporally ordered sequences of neuronal firing, which faithfully recapitulate the sequential firing observed during the exploratory phase. To investigate the emergence of replay during development, we recorded hippocampal neuronal activity in a sub-set of the rats that underwent reactivation testing, as they ran on a square corridor track in a familiar environment ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A; 1,007 CS cells; 25 unique sessions from 16 rats; mean number of CS cells per session = 40.3; range 27--58). CS cells in young rats displayed spatially localized firing during locomotion ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B; as in \[[@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib21]\]) with uniform distributions of CS cell firing across the environment ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D).Figure 2Complex Spike Cell Firing on Square Track Environment in Developing Rats(A) Schematic of experimental paradigm. Rats explored a square track during RUN and rested in a separate holding box in the same room before (PRE-sleep) and after (POST-sleep) track exploration.(B) Example place field maps for RUN sessions on square track at different ages. For each age, each row represents the spatial firing of one cell along the length of the square track, filtered for one running direction. False colors show firing rate, scaled to the peak firing rate for each cell. Cells are ordered according to position of peak spatial firing on the track. Dashed white lines indicate the corners of the square track.(C and D) CS cell spatial firing evenly covers the extent of the square track.(C) Mean spatial distributions of normalized firing rate of all CS cells recorded within each age group.(D) Histograms showing the proportion of CS cell peak spatial firing locations at different positions on the square track within each age group.

In order to detect replay during rest, we first defined ensemble spiking events as bursts of multi-unit activity (MUA) that coincided with SWRs (see [STAR Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for characterization of rest, SWR, and MUA events). We then used Bayesian decoding followed by line fitting of time-by-position probability posteriors \[[@bib26]\] to identify the presence of spiking representing linear trajectories through space. Importantly, for some of the linear fits, the slope approximated zero, constituting events that contained place cell firing representing a single location on the track (from now on referred to as "stationary events").

During the POST-sleep session, more events than those expected by chance exhibited linear trajectories at all ages ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3B; significance assessed by comparing each event to 500 cell-identity-shuffled events, in which position was decoded after the matching of firing rate maps to spike trains was randomly permuted; see [STAR Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} for details). The proportion of events with significant linear trajectories did not change significantly during development ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B; χ^2^(2) = 5.20; p = 0.074). Significant events in younger rats (\<P21) were predominantly stationary, covering little or no distance on the track ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, top four examples). The mean distance covered by linear trajectory events ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3E) and their mean speed ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D and 3F) both gradually and linearly increased during development. Changes in event duration with age did not explain the increase in trajectory distance ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S2C). Developmental changes in linear trajectory speed are not caused by increases in the animals' running speed, the length or duration of runs in a single direction or place cell spatial tuning, the extent to which decoded positions can be approximated by a linear trajectory, or mean firing rate changes ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S2K). General decoding accuracy improved with age but did not explain changes in replay speed (see [Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S3B for decoding examples and related statistics). Significant events appeared evenly distributed along the track at all ages ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). A gradual, linear increase in event trajectory distance and speed was also observed when using an alternative method to determine event significance ("map shuffle" \[[@bib26]\]; [Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S3F).Figure 3Gradual Emergence of Replay between P17 and P32(A) Significant linear trajectory events in POST-sleep at different ages (four examples per age). For each event, top panel shows time-by-position probability posterior derived from Bayesian decoding of position, based on event spiking. False colors show decoded probability, and white lines indicate the band of the best linear fit. Summed probability within fit lines (p) and speed of event (speed) are indicated above the posteriors. Bottom panel shows spike raster of complex spike cell activity during replay events. Cells are ordered by the position of their spatial peak firing on the track. Linear trajectories are predominantly stationary at younger ages, with replay emerging gradually in older animals.(B) Percentages (±95% confidence interval) of events with a significant linear trajectory during PRE- and POST-sleep sessions across development. Dotted line represents 95% confidence threshold. In all age groups, significantly more events than expected by chance showed a significant linear trajectory in POST sessions (binomial test; p \< 0.001 for all groups).(C and D) Mean characteristics of significant linear trajectory events in each POST-sleep session. For all plots, each data point represents mean (±SEM) of all significant linear events in one experimental session (one rat/day). Adult data represent overall mean across all sessions. For each measure, r^2^ and p values of linear regression over age are indicated above plots (adult data are always excluded from regression analysis). Distance covered (C) and speed of decoded trajectories (D) are shown.(E and F) Cumulative distributions of the distance covered (E) and the speed (F) of all significant linear trajectory events in the age groups P17--P20, P21--P24, P25--P32, and in adult animals.See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Overall, our results demonstrate the gradual emergence of ordered place cell sequences during rest SWRs (replay) between P17 and P32 in the rat, with the young hippocampus only capable of recalling single locations and only gradually acquiring the ability to "stitch" together separate locations into ordered trajectories spanning across space.

We also analyzed SWR-associated awake replay (the reinstatement of linear trajectories during brief pauses in between bouts of locomotion during RUN). At all ages, more events exhibited linear trajectories during exploratory pauses than expected by chance ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G). The speed of significant events displayed a non-significant trend toward increasing with age in developing rats ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H), and event distance did not change ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H), indicating that awake replay events differ from those observed during rest. However, the proportion of time spent in immobility during RUN was much lower than the time spent in rest during the POST-sleep trial ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F); hence, due to the sparseness of the data, caution is warranted in interpreting awake replay results.

We investigated when theta sequences emerge during development by recording place cell activity in young rats during exploration of the square track (RUN trial). We then used Bayesian decoding to test whether the location encoded by the active CS population, relative to the actual location of the rat, varied within each theta cycle \[[@bib27]\]. In adults and older pups, the encoded location shifts from behind the animal's current position early in the theta cycle to ahead of current position later in the theta cycle ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). By the end of the 4^th^ week of life, therefore, CS cell firing during the theta cycle is organized into sequences defined by the relative locations of spatial firing fields on the track. However, qualitative examination of encoded positions relative to theta in younger pups reveals that theta sequences emerge slowly between P17 and P32 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A; see [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S4C for complete dataset). In order to quantify theta sequence occurrence, we computed a "theta sequence score," which captured systematic changes in decoded position relative to theta (see [STAR Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}). The theta sequence score increased gradually over the age range P17--P32 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B; correlation between theta sequence score and age: r^2^ = 0.54; p = 0.001), confirming the qualitative impression that theta sequencing of place cell activity emerges gradually. Theta phase precession in individual CS cells also emerges gradually (correlation coefficient of phase precession score and age in young rats; r^2^ = 0.31; p = 0.007). Interestingly, in line with observations made in adult rodents \[[@bib27], [@bib28]\], the emergence of theta sequences appears to be independent of phase precession in individual cells ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S4F).Figure 4The Gradual Maturation of Theta Sequences between P17 and P32 Is Correlated with the Emergence of Replay(A) Examples of theta sequence emergence across development. Each plot shows a probability posterior derived from a single RUN session, where the x axis shows the proportion of time elapsed during the theta cycle and the y axis shows position on the track relative to the current location of the rat. The horizontal white line shows current rat location, and the vertical white lines demarcate one theta cycle. Hot colors show high decode probabilities. Numbers above the plots show theta sequence score, defined as the circular-linear weighted correlation of the probability posterior. Theta sequences are indicated by a shift in the decoded position from behind to ahead of the rat within the theta cycle: this emerges gradually between P17 and P32.(B) Mean (±SEM) theta sequence scores in each age group. ^∗∗^ indicates differences significant at p \< 0.001 (1-way ANOVA comparison of age groups).(C and D) Theta sequence scores are correlated with the distance covered (C) and speed (D) of replay trajectories during development. Each data point represents mean (±SEM) of all significant linear events in one experimental session for all developing rats. For each measure, r^2^ and p values of linear regression over age are indicated above plots. Correlations reported in (C) and (D) remain significant even after controlling for age; see main text.See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

As new evidence suggests a link between theta sequence disruption during exploration and impaired replay sequences in subsequent rest \[[@bib29]\] in adult rats, we tested whether the theta sequence score in RUN was correlated with replay sequence incidence in POST-sleep during development. Strikingly, we observed that the theta sequence score was strongly correlated with both replay trajectory speed and distance across all developmental ages ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D). Critically, these correlations hold even when age is controlled for (partial correlation of replay distance or speed with theta sequence score, controlling for age: distance: r^2^ = 0.36, p = 0.004; speed: r^2^ = 0.19, p = 0.048) and when overall mean firing rate and spatial information of complex spike cells are added as controlling variables (partial correlation, controlling for age, mean rate, and spatial information: distance: r^2^ = 0.32, p = 0.011; speed: r^2^ = 0.22, p = 0.041). The partial correlations (controlling for age) are also significant when the RUN data are sub-sampled to match median running speeds across ages (distance: r^2^ = 0.38, p = 0.003; speed: r^2^ = 0.19, p = 0.047).

Overall, these results demonstrate the coordinated emergence of theta and replay sequences during hippocampal post-natal development in the rat. Ordered sequences of hippocampal firing that occur during different brain states (theta sequences and replay; theta versus SWR) appear to be functionally linked early in development as much as in adulthood \[[@bib29]\].

Here, we have shown that reactivation of hippocampal activity in the open field---changes in cell pair co-firing in rest following exploration---occurs at the earliest ages tested (P17 onward; [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B--1D) and that the activity of hippocampal neurons representing single locations (stationary linear trajectories) is reinstated during rest immediately following exploration. In contrast, temporally ordered sequences of hippocampal firing describing extended trajectories through space (replay) emerge only gradually during development ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results indicate that functional assemblies encoding discrete locations are generated in the young hippocampus and selectively reactivated during offline periods, thus excluding a generalized lack of Hebbian plasticity as the underlying cause of the developmental deficit in sequential replay in the young rodent. Interestingly, we found that, in younger animals, the amount of cell pair co-activity required to express reactivation during rest is higher in young animals ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and 1F), indicating that a raised plasticity threshold in the young hippocampus may underlie the delayed emergence of sequential firing and spatial memory in young rodents \[[@bib14], [@bib24]\]. According to this account, this increased threshold would be responsible for the predominance of stationary linear trajectory events in younger pups: only cells with very similar place fields are subject to plasticity in the developing hippocampus, reducing, for example, asymmetric plasticity \[[@bib30]\] at the edges of widely spaced fields.

Hippocampal replay has been linked to cognitive functions, such as memory consolidation, route planning, and reward processing \[[@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33]\], in rodents as well as in humans \[[@bib34]\]. Indeed, a computationally appealing feature of replay is that it could be used to chain together disparate spatial locations (or other, non-spatial events) without the requirement for the neurons representing those states to be co-active during exploration \[[@bib35], [@bib36]\]. Here, we have shown that sequenced firing during rest, representing long trajectories through explored space, emerges gradually across the period P17--P32 in the rat. This makes replay the latest emerging signature of hippocampal activity studied so far \[[@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib21], [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39]\]. Interestingly, the timeline of replay development (slowly improving over the 4^th^ week of life) is a good match for previous reports of the emergence of spatial learning and memory in the rat \[[@bib40]\].

We have also demonstrated the parallel, late, and gradual emergence of theta sequences during development. Theta sequences are ordered sequences of hippocampal place cell firing that are nested within each theta cycle and reproduce, at compressed timescales, the spatial organization of place fields in the environment. Critically, the emergence of theta sequences during exploration and replay during rest appear to be strongly coordinated during development. These two phenomena are very likely functionally linked, as they appear to be correlated not only in adulthood \[[@bib29]\] but, as demonstrated here, from their first inception during development. Significantly though, replay during rest (POST-sleep) does not simply recapitulate theta sequences during the preceding exploratory phase (RUN), as the length of replay trajectories exceeds that of theta sequences (e.g., approximately 30 cm for theta sequences and 1 m for replay in older pups). In adult rodents, theta sequences require plasticity to emerge \[[@bib27]\], possibly reliant on functional inputs from CA3 circuits \[[@bib28]\]; similarly, there is evidence indicating that replay requires NMDA-R-dependent plasticity \[[@bib41]\]. The heightened threshold for cell pair plasticity we observed in young rodents may therefore be the underlying cause for the delayed and coordinated emergence of both theta and replay sequences during development. Our data also strengthen the view that phase precession and theta sequences can be independent phenomena \[[@bib27], [@bib28]\], as their emergence is not coordinated during development.

Altered replay of place cell sequences has previously been reported in aging and rodent models of cognitive impairment \[[@bib42], [@bib43]\], strongly suggesting the existence of a functional link between replay and the ability of the hippocampus to successfully encode and store memory traces. Exploiting the natural emergence of hippocampal function during development, our study shows, for the first time, that, during development, the appearance of sequential firing representing extended trajectories (spatial or otherwise) may be a pre-requisite for the emergence of its mnemonic and navigational functions.

STAR★Methods {#sec2}
============

Key Resources Table {#sec2.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins**Cresyl violetSigma AldrichC5042, <http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/c5042?lang=en&region=US>HistoclearNational DiagnosticsHS-202, <https://www.nationaldiagnostics.com/histology/product/histo-clear-ii>ThioninSigma Aldrich88930, <https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/88930>**Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains**Lister hooded ratsIn house breeding (Charles River original source)<http://www.criver.com/products-services/basic-research/find-a-model/lister-hooded?loc=GB>**Software and Algorithms**Custom MATLAB routinesThis paperN/AMATLABMathworks. MARRID: [SCR_001622](rridsoftware:SCR_001622){#intref0030}, <https://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html>**Other**Single-screw microdriveCustom madeN/AMicrowire (17um, platinum iridium)California Fine Wire CompanyProduct code:100167, <http://www.calfinewire.com/datasheets/100167-platinum10iridium.html>NanoZ plating equipmentMultichannel SystemsnanoZ, <http://www.multichannelsystems.com/products/nanoz>Recording system (pre-amp & systems unit)AxonaProduct code: Dacq/USB64, <http://axona.com/products>Omnetic connectors (microdrive assembly)GenalogProduct code: A79026-001, <http://genalog.com/genalog-linecard/omnetics/>2x16 and 2x32 channel headstage preamplifiersAxonaProduct code: HS-116M1D, <http://axona.com/products>

Contact for Reagent and Resource Sharing {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Thomas Joseph Wills (<t.wills@ucl.ac.uk>).

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------

Subjects were 24 male Lister Hooded rat pups, aged P13-P24 and weighing 26-69 g at time of surgery were used as subjects. Litters were bred in-house and remained with their dams until weaning (P21). Rats were maintained on a 12:12 hour light:dark schedule (with lights off at 10:00). At P4, litters were culled to 8 pups per mother in order to minimize inter-litter variability. Pregnant females were checked at 17:00 daily and if a litter was present, that day was labeled P0. After surgery (see below), each pup was separated from the mother for between 30 minutes and 2 hours each day, to allow for electrophysiological recordings. 2 male Lister Hooded adult rats, aged 3-6 months at the time of recording, were included in the study to provide a comparison for the pup data. All procedures were approved by the UK Home Office, subject to the restrictions and provisions contained in the Animals Scientific Procedures Act of 1986.

Method Details {#sec2.4}
--------------

### Surgery and electrode implantation {#sec2.4.1}

Rats were anaesthetised using 1%--2% isoflurane, and 0.15mg/Kg bodyweight buprenorphine. Rats were chronically implanted with microdrives loaded with 8-16 tetrodes (HM-L coated 90% platinum-10% iridium 17 μm diameter wire). Microelectrodes were aimed at the hippocampal CA1 region, using the co-ordinates 3.0 mm posterior and 1.8 mm lateral to Bregma, assuming a Bregma-lambda distance of 7.4 mm. Coordinates were adjusted proportionally when Bregma-lambda distance differed from 7.4 mm. In adult rats co-ordinates were 4.0 mm posterior and 2.5 lateral to Bregma. After surgery, rats were placed in a heated chamber until they had fully recovered from the anesthetic (10 - 30 minutes), and were then returned to the mother and littermates.

### Single-unit recording {#sec2.4.2}

Rats were allowed a 1-day postoperative recovery, after which microelectrodes were advanced ventrally by 62-250 μm/day until they reached the hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell layer, identified physiologically by the presence of complex spike cells and 140-200Hz 'ripple' fast oscillations. When CA1 complex spike (CS) cells were detected, recording sessions began. Single units recorded in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer were defined as CS cells (putative pyramidal cells) using the following criteria: a) spike width (from peak to following trough) ≥ 300ms, b) first moment of the temporal autocorrelogram of the cell (within a 50ms window) ≤ 25ms, c) mean firing rate ≤ 5Hz. Single unit data was acquired using an Axona (Herts, UK) DACQ system. LEDs were used to track the position and directional heading of the animal. Isolation of single units from multi-unit data was performed manually on the basis of peak-to-trough amplitude, using the software package 'TINT' (Axona, Herts, UK). Isolated single units were only used for further analysis if they fired 75 spikes or more within a RUN trial.

### Behavioral testing {#sec2.4.3}

During RUN trials (awake exploration), single-unit activity was recorded while rats searched for drops of soya-based infant formula milk randomly scattered on the floor of two different environments. Open field RUN trials used a familiar square-walled (62.5cm sides, 50cm high) light-gray wooden box, placed on a black, square platform. Square track RUN trials used the same environment, with the addition of a matte gray wooden insert, 25 cm height, which constrained rats to run on a 8.5 cm track in the vicinity of the walls. For adults, a larger square track (of similar construction; height of inset = 45cm) was used, with 1 m arms and a 10.5 cm track width. Behavioral testing began at different ages for different rats, hence experience of the testing environments was dissociated from age. The numbers of previous exposures to the open field environment before replay experiments began were as follows: P17-20, range 2-8, mean (±SEM) 5 ± 0,76; P21-24, range 3-8, mean 5.5 ± 0.67; P25-32, range 5-11 mean 6.6 ± 0.5. The numbers of previous exposures for the square track were: P17-20, range 1-4, mean (±SEM) 1.8 ± 0,41; P21-24, range 1-5, mean 2.5 ± 0.71; P25-32, range 1-4 mean 2.2 ± 3.5. There were no significant differences between the numbers of previous exposures to the open field (ANOVA: F~2,22~ = 1.98, p = 0.16) or the square track (ANOVA: F~2,22~ = 0.57, p = 0.57). Reward was scattered pseudo-randomly, to encourage rats to run in both clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) directions around the track. Pilot experiments showed that this track configuration resulted in a more consistent running than in a linear runway track, in which young rats showed a tendency to sit at the track ends. Trials were 15 minutes long. Distal visual cues were available in the form of the fixed apparatus of the laboratory. During PRE and POST sleep trials, rats were kept in a separate holding box (30x30cm) in the same room. No intra-maze cues from the RUN environment were visible from the sleep box.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------

### Construction of Firing Rate Maps: open field {#sec2.5.1}

All spike and positional data were filtered so as to remove periods of immobility (defined as speed \< 2.5cm/s). For the open field, positional data were then sorted into 2.5 × 2.5 cm spatial bins. Following this, total positional dwell time and spike count for the whole trial was calculated for each spatial bin. The binned position dwell time and spike count maps for each cell were then smoothed using adaptive smoothing \[[@bib44]\]. In brief, to calculate the firing rate for a given bin, a circle centered on the bin is gradually expanded in radius *r* until$$r\geq\frac{a}{d\sqrt{s}}$$where α = 200 and *d* and *s* are the positional dwell time (in seconds) and the number of spikes lying within the circle, respectively. The firing rate assigned to the bin is then set equal to *s/d*.

### Construction of Firing Rate Maps: square track {#sec2.5.2}

For square track trials, position data were linearized, by radially binning positions with a set of bin edges corresponding to points evenly spaced (0.25cm apart) along each arm of the square track. Following linearization, the position data were sorted into CW and CCW runs, defined as 5 s epochs of constant running (excluding immobility) in either direction. Two sets of rate maps, CW and CCW, were then constructed, by re-binning the linearized positional and spike data into larger, 2.5cm long bins, and taking the overall summed dwell and spike count in these bins. The spike and dwell maps were then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (s.d. 5cm) before the overall rate maps were made, by dividing summed spikes by summed dwell, in each bin.

### Detection of slow-wave sleep, sharp-wave ripples and multi-unit activity bursts {#sec2.5.3}

The brain states slow-wave sleep (SWS), rapid-eye movement sleep (REM) and awake movement were defined following \[[@bib22]\]. A multitaper power spectral density estimate of the hippocampal local field potential (LFP) was derived for 1.6 s windows, overlapping by 0.8 s (MATLAB function 'pmtm'). From this, power in the delta and theta bands were calculated in each window. As theta frequency changes during development \[[@bib18]\], theta and delta peak frequencies were calculated for each session, defined as the peak frequency of the fast Fourier transform of the LFP, in the bands 5-11Hz (theta) and 1.5-4Hz (delta). Mean running speed for each 1.6 s bin was also estimated. In the absence of EMG recordings, we could not unequivocally discriminate between slow wave sleep and quiet immmobility, we therefore restricted all analyses to epochs termed 'rest'. Rest was defined as epochs with running speed \< 2.5cm/s, and theta/delta power ratio \< 2 and waking movement as theta/delta power ratio \> 2 and speed \> 2.5cm/s. Sharp-wave ripples were detected by first filtering the LFP in the band 100-250Hz. The instantaneous power of the filtered LFP was then estimated by calculating the root mean square over 7ms intervals (MATLAB function 'envelope' with option 'rms'). From all LFPs across tetrodes in the CA1 layer, the LFP whose power estimate had the highest standard deviation was then used to define ripple events, as 100ms windows around the peak power, whenever the power was greater than the 99^th^ percentile of all powers in the trial (approximately equal to 4 standard deviations above the mean). Multi-unit activity (MUA) bursts were defined by binning all spikes from CS cells into 1ms bins and smoothing the resulting binned spike train with a Gaussian kernel (s.d. 10ms). MUA events were then defined as crossing of a threshold defined as 3 standard deviations above the mean of the smoothed spike train, with a duration from 100-750ms. Only MUA bursts which temporally overlapped (even in part) with SWR events were included in the replay analysis.

### Reactivation analysis {#sec2.5.4}

SWR cell pair correlations were calculated by, for each cell, binning all spikes occurring in rest windows, during SWS epochs. The rest cell pair correlation was then defined as the correlation of the two binned spike count vectors \[[@bib22]\]. Place field similarity was defined as the correlation (Pearson's-r) between the rate values of spatially corresponding bins, in the two rate maps (2.5 × 2.5 cm spatial bins, see also '[Construction of Firing Rate Maps: open field](#sec2.5.1){ref-type="sec"}'). To define individual theta cycles (for RUN analyses), theta phase for each LFP sample was first defined using the Hilbert transform. The preferred ensemble phase was defined, for each session, as the theta phase with the highest ensemble firing, and theta cycle bin edges were defined as phase crossings 180° out of phase with the preferred ensemble phase. Following theta cycle definition, spikes for each cell were binned into theta cycle temporal bins, and theta cycle correlation was then defined as the correlation of the two binned spike count vectors. Only theta cycles from 'waking movement' brain state epochs were used (see above). Counts of N theta cycles with co-firing and N spikes in coinciding theta cycles were defined using the same set of theta cycle temporal bins. All 24 developing rats contributed to the reactivation analysis, in 44 unique experimental sessions, yielding a total dataset for reactivation analyses of 19,334 cell pairs.

### Replay analysis {#sec2.5.5}

Spiking in SWR/MUA joint events was split into overlapping 20ms temporal bins (overlap 10ms), spanning the duration of the MUA burst. For each temporal bin, the probability of dwelling in each spatial bin of the linear rate map was then estimated using a Bayesian probability framework, as described in \[[@bib26]\]. To estimate the goodness-of-fit of the decoded posterior to a linear trajectory, the summed probability under a linear band, 25 cm wide, was maximized by searching the set of all lines starting every 2.5cm along track, and with a range of line slopes corresponding to 0 -- 2500cm/s, in steps of 50cm/s. As the square track has a circular topology, linear bands were wrapped around the posterior when they reached its first or last spatial bin. The fitting procedure was run independently for both CW and CCW maps, and the best overall fit was taken as the final trajectory. The likelihood of this fit was then determined by comparing the actual best fit to a population of 500 fits of posteriors based on shuffled data, for each event. Only events whose best summed probability exceeded the 95^th^ percentile of the shuffled events summed probabilities were defined as exhibiting a significant linear trajectory. Shuffled data were produced by either randomizing cell identities (of MUA spiking with respect to rate maps; 'cell identity shuffle') or subjecting each rate map to a different random linear offset ('map shuffle'), before performing decoding. Shuffling for each of the CW and CCW rate map sets was performed independently, and the best fit across directions, for each event, contributed to the final shuffled population. Shuffling was therefore not yoked to the rate map direction of the actual posterior best fit \[[@bib41]\]. The speed of replay trajectory was defined as the slope of the best fit, and the distance covered defined as the speed multiplied by the MUA event duration. Replay analysis was only applied to CS cell ensembles in which \> 25 CS cells fired \> 75 spikes during RUN (after immobility filtering was applied), and where the 'online' Bayesian decoding of RUN positions from RUN spiking \[[@bib45]\] (in 300ms time windows) predicted the current position of the rat with an overall median error \< 10cm. 25 unique ensembles from 16 developing rats passed these criteria. SWR/MUA joint events during the RUN trial were defined using the same criteria as those in sleep trials. Only data from non-locomotory epochs during RUN were included in further analyses, these were defined using the same criteria as rest during sleep trials with the exception that the limit for running speed was set to \< 1cm/s. RUN replay trajectories were analyzed using the same procedures as for sleep trials.

### Theta Sequence Analysis {#sec2.5.6}

Following \[[@bib27]\], Bayesian decoding was applied to RUN data, using 20ms decode windows, sliding in 5ms steps. Only data epochs of \> 5 s constant running in one direction, at speeds ≥ 2.5cm/s was used. The resulting probability posterior for each temporal decode window was then shifted such that the actual position of the rat during the window was at 0 cm. Posteriors for runs in one direction only were then reversed, such that the reference frame for the whole posterior represented position relative to current position and direction of travel. Theta cycles were demarcated as described above ('[Reactivation analyses](#sec2.5.4){ref-type="sec"}*'*) and for each decode window, the corresponding time elapsed within the current theta cycle was determined by linear interpolation between the times of the two peaks. Decode windows were then binned into 10 bins, each representing an equal proportion of the time elapsed through the theta cycle, and the overall mean posterior probability was calculated for each theta cycle time bin. To exclude the effect of running speed on the development of theta sequences, the analysis was repeated with RUN data that were sub-sampled to match median running speeds across sessions and ages. To do this, decode windows were sorted in order of their corresponding running speeds, and either fast or slow decode windows were then discarded, in order of speed, until the median decode window for the trial was equal to 10.6cm/s (overall median running speed for dataset, after exclusion of data \< 2.5cm/s).

### Circular- linear weighted correlation of theta sequences {#sec2.5.7}

Previous approaches to quantifying theta sequences \[[@bib27], [@bib29]\] were not well-suited to developmental data: the preferred theta phase of CS cell firing changed during development (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A) meaning that it was not possible to define a consistent set of phase by position 'quadrants' on the theta sequence, which would be needed for a 'quadrant score' \[[@bib27]\]. Furthermore, maturing theta sequences did not always approximate a linear band, meaning that a linear band fitting approach \[[@bib29]\] could not be used. Instead, the tendency of decode probabilities to systematically change throughout the theta cycle was assessed by correlating position and theta cycle time bin, weighted by the posterior probability for each bin (analogous to the weighted correlation of a probability posterior in \[[@bib41]\]). However, to take account of the circular nature of the theta cycle, the weighted correlation was circular-linear. A standard circular-linear correlation coefficient, $r_{cl}$, can be computed as:$$r_{cl} = \sqrt{\frac{r_{XC}^{2} + r_{XS}^{2} - 2r_{XC}r_{XS}r_{CS}}{1 - r_{CS}^{2}}}$$Where $r_{XC}$ is the (linear) correlation coefficient between the linear variable and the cosine of the angular variable, $r_{XS}$ is the (linear) correlation coefficient between linear variable and the sine of the angular variable and $r_{CS}$ is the (linear) correlation coefficient between the sine and cosine of the angular variable \[[@bib46]\]. To calculate the weighted circular-linear correlation of the theta sequence probability posterior, the coefficients $r_{XC}$, $r_{XS}$ and $r_{CS}$ were calculated by correlating position bin distance with theta bin angle, weighted by the corresponding p value of the posterior. These coefficients were then used to calculate, $r_{cl}$, following the equation above.

### Phase Precession Analysis {#sec2.5.8}

The presence of phase precession (defined as the advancement of the theta phase of CS cell spiking as an animal moves through a place field) was measured by correlating spike theta phase with position, while the animal traversed the main place field of the CS cell. The main place field was defined as a set of spatially contiguous bins surrounding the maximum firing rate bin. The limits of the field were defined as the closest points where either a) firing rate fell below 20% of the maximum firing rate, or b) there was a local minimum in the firing rate whose value was less than 50% of the maximum firing rate. For each cell, a main firing field was defined separately for each of the CW and CCW firing rate maps, and the direction in which the main firing field contained the most spikes was used in the final analysis. Only cells with a spatial information of \> 0.15 and which fired \> 25 spikes in the main field were included. Runs through the main field were then extracted from the data (using only data epochs of \> 5 s constant running in one direction, at speeds ≥ 2.5cm/s), and phase precession was quantified by calculating the circular-linear correlation between the phase of theta and the position of the rat, for the times at which the CS cell fired a spike.

Data and Software Availability {#sec2.6}
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